NOTES:

1. VERTICAL DATUM: NAVD 88, HORIZONTAL DATUM: NAD83 UTM15, NORTH ZONE, US FOOT.

2. CONTRACTOR TO DETERMINE PILOT BORE AND FINAL REAMED DIAMETER TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR MEANS AND METHODS.

3. ABSOLUTE MINIMUM ALLOWABLE DRILLING RADIUS SHALL BE 2,800 FEET BASED ON A 3 JOINT AVERAGE.

4. THE ENTRY POINT SHALL BE AS SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS. THE EXIT POINT SHALL BE NO MORE THAN 0 FEET SHORT OR 20 FEET LONG RELATIVE TO THE EXIT POINT SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS.

5. THE PILOT BORE SHALL DEVIATE NO MORE THAN 3 FEET HORIZONTALLY OFF THE ALIGNMENT AS SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS.

6. THE PILOT BORE SHALL NOT EXCEED MORE THAN 2 FEET ABOVE AND 10 FEET BELOW THE ELEVATION SHOWN ON THE DRAWINGS.

7. HDD OPERATIONS SHALL BE PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS AND COMPANY SPECIFICATIONS.

8. THROUGHOUT THE PILOT BORE DRILLING FLUID PRESSURES SHALL BE MEASURED AT ALL TIMES AND AT A POINT AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE BEHIND THE DRILL BIT.

9. THE PILOT BORE SHALL BE CONTINUOUSLY TRACKED AT ALL TIMES. NO BLIND SECTIONS SHALL BE PERMITTED, EVEN WHEN THE BIT IS UNDER WATER.

10. IF THE CONTRACTOR ENCOUNTERS AN OBSTRUCTION WHICH PREVENTS THE INSTALLATION ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFICATIONS, THE BORE SHALL BE ABANDONED IN PLACE AND IMMEDIATELY FILLED WITH GROUT. WORK SHALL NOT RESUME UNTIL REVISED PLANS AND PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED TO AND APPROVED BY OWNER.

11. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL IDENTIFY AND PROTECT ANY FOREIGN UTILITY THAT MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE HDD OPERATIONS. IN ADDITION, THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CALLING THE APPROPRIATE ONE-CALL AND LOCATING ALL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION. IF ANY UTILITY IS LOCATED WITHIN 15 FEET OF THE PROPOSED HDD PROFILE AND ALIGNMENT, CONTRACTOR SHALL GAIN APPROVAL FROM ENABLE GULF RUN TRANSMISSION PRIOR TO BEGINNING HDD OPERATIONS.
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12. CONTRACTOR SHALL MOBILIZE DRILL RIG AT THE DESIGN EXIT POINT FOR PIPE PULL SECTION INSTALLATION AFTER COMPLETING PILOT HOLE AND REMAINING OPERATIONS FROM THE DESIGNED ENTRY POINT.
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Enable Gulf Run Transmission, LLC
Gulf Run Pipeline

Crooked Bayou Crossing Plan